Abstract: An experiment is proposed for performing adaptive phase measurements on a continuous squeezed beam such that the variance is below the standard quantum limit. The theory takes into account many issues ignored in previous work.
Introduction
Phase measurements are a valuable means for high precision measurement of displacement, for example for gravitational wave detection. When using coherent beams, the phase variance cannot be less than the standard quantum limit σ 2 =1/4N, where N is the number of photons. If heterodyne measurements are used, where the signal is combined with a local oscillator detuned from the signal, the variance will be twice this. For homodyne measurements, the variance introduced is negligible, but it is necessary to have an initial approximation of the phase.
One approach that has been developed is to use feedback. The field is combined with a local oscillator at a beam splitter, and partial results during the measurement are fed back to adjust the phase of the local oscillator. This approach was initially developed for single-shot measurements [1, 2] , and later examined for a continuous beam, where the phase is stochastically varying [3] . By applying adaptive phase measurements to a squeezed beam it should be possible to surpass the standard quantum limit.
There are a number of important issues which were ignored in Ref. [3] . It was assumed that the squeezing was infinitely broadband, the photon flux due to the squeezing was ignored, and the phase information from the noise [4] was ignored. Here we perform the analysis taking into account all these factors, and show that the scaling is different from that derived in [3] . We also take into account a number of experimental problems, and determine the region of parameter values for which one can reasonably expect to surpass the standard quantum limit.
Scaling
A schematic of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1 . A squeezed beam is produced by a cavity, and this beam is combined with a strong local oscillator at a beam splitter. The signal I(t) is the difference photocurrent, and a processor determines the phase shift Φ to impose on the local oscillator based on this signal. The Bayesian analysis also shows that the phase information from the noise should be negligible provided the majority of the photon flux is from the coherent amplitude (rather than the squeezing). For unit efficiency and arbitrary squeezing, the phase variance scales as σ 2 ∼ (κ /N) 5/8 . In contrast the scaling obtained in Ref. [3] was σ 2 ∼ (κ /N) 2/3 . The crucial issue is that time scales longer than e r /γ are required to observe squeezing.
Experimental limitations
In practice there are several experimental limitations. The squeezing is limited to e 2r less than about 2. Also the detectors are not perfectly efficient. This is not so important for e 2r ≤2, and 85% efficient detectors will not increase the variance by more than 15%. The time delay introduced by the processing is large for digital processing; therefore it is better to apply analog feedback. One may obtain useful feedback using 2 ( ) I t χ Φ = [3] ; this simply requires an analog integrator. The response time is then around 2 ns. The integrator can not operate usefully on time scales longer than around 0.1 s, which is the largest value of RC for which the integrator is accurate. Therefore 1/χ should be between these times. Another issue is the intrinsic 1/f phase noise in the interferometer. In order to measure the phase accurately it is necessary to apply phase locking; this greatly reduces noise at frequencies below about 100 Hz. As this will also eliminate the phase shifts Θ and Φ at these frequencies, it is necessary to consider the experiment at significantly higher frequencies. The last major issue is the interferometer accuracy. The interferometer can not be used accurately for phase shifts below about 10 −3 radians. A reasonable value for the bandwidth in the experiment is 10 MHz. Using this value for γ, and taking into account all the factors listed above, the region of parameters N and κ where it is reasonable to expect phase variance below the standard quantum limit is as shown in Fig. 2 . Thus, even taking into account the main experimental limitations, it should be possible to observe variance below the standard quantum limit for a wide range of parameter values.
